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a Thoroughly modern classic
From first glance, Katya is a striking beauty – a symphony of curves and shapes 

stunningly chic, yet magnificently timeless. This 151-foot full-displacement motor 

yacht utilizes the most advanced composite technology and naval architecture. 

she’s the fifth yacht built out of delta’s proven full-displacement design and is 

both lloyd’s and mca classed. styled by the in-house delta design group – who 

is also responsible for the entire engineering package – her striking exterior is 

dominated by a long, raised sheer line with a gentle, graceful slope. From every 

vantage point, Katya is sure to enchant all who make her acquaintance.
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delta used the most advanced three-dimensional surface model 
technology to create katya’s appealing lines that are at once 

explicit and precise, yet integrate fluid form and figures
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the main and upper decks feature handsome 
shaded dining tables that seat ten 

The outdoor spaces of Katya beg to be explored and enjoyed, beckoning all onboard to enjoy the 

panoramic views. Teak decks stretch as far as the eye can see, delighting guests throughout her three 

levels, from the swim platform to the sun deck. an ingenious tender garage is perfectly positioned aft, 

creating more wide-open areas for outdoor entertainment. spirited furnishings in a handsome mix of red, 

teal and khaki create brilliant pops of color and are nicely juxtaposed against her warm white topsides.

surrounding Brilliance 
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soak in The pleasure
The epicenter of outdoor delights can be found high above Katya on the sun deck. 

primed with every possible amenity, there’s very little reason to take the fun 

indoors. Just below a gracefully sculptural arch is a full wet bar and an ample grill. 

ingenious one-piece fiber canopies that come in two sheer weights stretch the 

breadth and width of the decks to provide the optimal amount of sun or shade. 

Forward on the sundeck is a luxurious hot tub on a raised platform, the perfect 

spot to luxuriate in the breeze after mornings playing in the waves – and the ideal 

locale to gently ease into an enchanted evening at sea. 

framing the sun deck is a carbon fiber arch that 
cleverly houses katya’s vital communications 
systems while adding to her dramatic profile 
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a graceful teak staircase invites guests to experience 
the sundeck, the apex of open-air pleasures
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a FeasT For your senses
When it comes to the art of alfresco dining, Katya is a gracious hostess. her 

outdoor decks feature numerous expanses for taking full advantage of open-air 

pleasures. Whether it’s formal dinners under the stars or casual luncheons during 

the height of day, sheltered outdoor dining options abound. aft on the main and 

upper decks are two covered dining areas large enough to seat ten, featuring stately 

custom teak dining tables. adjacent to the main salon and sky lounge, these sizable 

dining venues inspire the best of indoor and outdoor gatherings. Built in settees with 

comfortable, colorful cushions provide prime real estate to enjoy the view. spacious 

walk-arounds and a handsome spiral staircase make traversing the decks easy, 

inviting all onboard to survey Katya’s many stirring vistas.
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step inside Katya and you can’t help but feel that you’ve entered a breathtaking new world, one both familiar, yet 

different. Without question, it is a world of splendor. hers is a spell that is reminiscent of a time when superior 

craftsmanship was the order of the day, and things were not just functional but gorgeous. Katya, while a thoroughly 

modern invention, takes her cues from the gilded past when a home spoke volumes about her occupants. of this she 

is no exception. her interiors are graciously welcoming, a fusion of sumptuous continental stylishness with touches 

of Jazz age sophistication and spirit. it’s a rare artistic mélange that can successfully suggest both a backward glance 

and extraordinary forward thinking. That’s Katya a modern classic.

True elegance is Timeless

katya’s foyers are awash with sophistication, her floors crafted 
of breccia oniciata marble with a rosso damasco border
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katya’s grand central staircase with a brushed 
stainless balustrade and graceful khaya handrail 

epitomize her charm and craftsmanship

Beguiling BeauTy
The delta design group worked in collaboration with european designer Jean-

claude canestrelli to invent an interior that is refined yet welcoming, perfect for 

glamorous evenings as well as cozy nights with family and friends. masterly crafted 

woodwork defines Katya’s interiors, with magnificent african khaya mahogany and 

cinamora framing every room and hallway. exquisitely carved credenzas, cabinets and 

nightstands feature distinctive crotch mahogany, polished to perfection. accents of 

brushed nickel and gold joinery cast a soft, rich appearance. 
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an unForgeTTaBle impression
Welcoming guests at the handsome curved glass entrance to the main salon is a 

delightful marble inlay that reads “Katya” – informing all who enter you’ve certainly 

arrived. Just beyond the landing, a set of sophisticated bar cabinets await with 

refreshments. large windows bring in natural light as well as provide a terrific 

vantage point for enjoying the view. Burgundy paisley upholstery mingles with 

updated French provincial plaid silks and sophisticated damask neutrals, brilliantly 

juxtaposed with accents of teal. glass art displays divide the main salon from the 

dining salon where a polished mahogany dining table invites guests to dinner. 
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on the upper deck, the skylounge is the perfect place for 
casual fun during the day and stylish cocktails at night, 

featuring a stately full bar topped in opera fantistico marble
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Stately SophiStication reignS Supreme

Throughout Katya, her grace never fails to impress. nowhere is the attention to detail more splendid 

or personal than in her master suite and her four guest suites. The hallway and foyer connecting the 

guest suites is a work of art all of its own, with a hand-laid Breccia oniciata marble floor with a rosso 

damasco border. in the midst of this lavish passageway, a lovely Tiger eye mosaic inlay provides the 

perfect stage for fresh flower displays.

one of katya’s unforgettable design elements is her 
impressive stonework, including a generous use of 
onyx and marble. rainforest green and galaxy black 
marbles are unique to the day heads 
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an exclusive geTaWay
on the main level, the handsome mahogany woodwork continues, and frames 

Katya’s full beam master suite. here, her owners can enjoy the ideal private 

getaway to wind down after active days on the ocean. The room is spacious, 

relaxing and ultimately functional thanks to an impressive abundance of storage. 

The thoughtful his and her desks provide her owners the right amount of personal 

space in this luxurious sanctuary. large windows bring in the glorious early morning 

light and allow for private stargazing.
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The master head features a supremely 
opulent play of onyx and marble work

luxuriously accommodaTing 
in each of the heads, a wide array of onyx immediately communicates the 

elegance of Katya down to the finest detail. each guest suite has its own color 

scheme that corresponds to the countertops and accents used in the heads, 

including green, white, and a very rare pink onyx. like the main living spaces, 

the guest areas will feature warm, soothing neutral colors, satin finishes, 

novasuede overheads and soft upholstered wall panels.
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a built-in desk provides a useful place to catch up on correspondence 

and journal, while the rounded corner king size bed offers lavish comfort. 

oversized windows fill this tranquil oasis with sunlight during the day and 

bring in the enchantment of starry nights at sea. 

the tiger eye mosaic inlay welcomes guests 
to the tranquil and sumptuous lower deck
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each guest suite is decorated with its own 
unique color scheme, down to the polished 

stonework in the well-appointed heads

a Working Work oF arT
Katya is a wonder of form as well as function, which is particularly evident 

in her crew and working spaces. The well-equipped galley features 

labradorite granite countertops, four commercial grade refrigerator/

freezers, an ample butler’s pantry and generous storage for dry goods. 

she also has a convenient second staircase to provide access for the crew 

from the galley to the upper deck. another smart detail is the captain’s 

quarters are located aft of the wheelhouse on the upper deck. all the 

crew areas are bright and cheerful, using lighter woods and durable wall 

coverings. no matter how you experience Katya, her thoughtful details 

and superior craftsmanship ensure it will be an unforgettable pleasure.
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a marvel oF ingenuiTy
one of Katya’s many technical innovations is her proprietary tender launching 

system and garage. since it was the owners’ desire to carry as large a tender as 

possible onboard, the delta design group created a solution that maximized the 

available storage space. understanding that a traditional overhead crane system 

would have taken too much space, they created a fully hydraulic articulating 

trailer system for launching and recovering the tender. using a series of rollers, this 

solution features a specially designed and built captive reel winch that eases out 

the bow line, and allows the tender to slip gently into the water via the mechanical 

transom door. The amazing feat of this custom built stainless steel deployment 

system is that a 3,000 lb tender can be lowered into the water and projected over 

the dive platform without ever touching it, swiftly and effortlessly – in less than 

five minutes from start to finish.
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---

 loa  151’/46 meters

 lWl 134’ 5”/41 meters

 Beam 30’ 8”/9.3 meters (molded)

  31’ 8”/9.7 meters (extreme)

 draft 9’ 2”/2.8 meters (half load)

  9’ 7”/2.9 meters (full load)

 displacement 427 long tons (half load)

  451 long tons (full load)

 gross Tonnage 472 iTc

 engines 2 x caT 3508B 

  1,000 Bhp @ 1,600 rpm

 speed 15.5 knots

 cruise 12.5 knots

 Fuel capacity 20,780 us gallons/78,661 liters

 range 5,000 nautical miles @ 12 knots

 Fresh water capacity 3,000 us gallons / 11,356 liters 

 generators (2) northern lights 130 kW

 stabilizers Quantum Qc-1800 Zero speed

 material composite 

 owner and guests 12 

 crew 10

 classification lloyd’s register 100 maltese cross 

  a1 ssc yacht mono g6 mch, mca 

 naval architecture delta design group

 exterior styling delta design group

 interior space planning delta design group

 interior design delta design group 

  Jean claude canestrelli

 Builder / year delta/2009
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